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Do your walls look the worse for wear? You can transform them in an instant with a fresh coat  
of paint. Painting interior walls is a relatively straightforward process, so roll up your sleeves and  
get ready to work. 

First — Do You Have Wallpaper? 

Are you painting over wallpaper? You’ll surely 
be happy with the upgrade due to all the color 
options. You can even create a pattern if you want. 
First, though, you need to determine if you can 
paint directly over the wallpaper or prime it.

If you have grass cloth or jute fabric wallpaper, 
you’ll need to prime it, or it will shrink. With 
glass-fiber fabric wallpaper, you can paint right 
over it, so there isn’t a need to prime it.

Prepare the Wall

You need to clean the wall or wallpaper before you 
begin painting. Start at the bottom of the wall and 
move up, using a wet cloth. If you’re cleaning  
wallpaper, avoid rubbing it since that can tear it. 
Give the wallpaper ample time to dry, and look for 
bubbles. Occasionally, the paper can bubble up 
when you clean it, but don’t worry if that happens. 
You have two options if your wallpaper bubbles. 
First, you can remove the wallpaper and fill the 
space, or you can cut it open to reach the back of  
it and glue it on the wall. 

After you glue or fill the problem areas, sand  
the wallpaper. You need to sand it until it’s  
completely smooth. You might notice some  
more bumps come up when you sand it. Fill them 
in and sand the spots again, taking your time to 
ensure that it’s completely smooth. Before moving 
forward, shine a light on the wallpaper. This will 
highlight bumps that you might have missed.

Protect Your Home from Drips  
and Spills 

Once your wall is ready, it’s time to prepare the 
rest of the area. You should put a covering over the 
floor and drape a cover over your furniture or items 
that you want to protect from paint.

Then, place painters’ tape around the room’s  
corners and edges. Also, put it around the base of 
the crown molding, around the window casings, 
and around the door, if applicable. 

Also, if you are going to unscrew plugs or  
switches before painting around them, turn off the 
electricity. Otherwise, you could get electrocuted. 

Paint the Walls 

You need to use a technique called “cutting in” 
when painting your walls. Take an angled  
paintbrush and use it to paint the top and bottom 
of the walls, going from left to right. This edging 
technique helps the paint blend together. 

Then, use your roller and fill in the space from top 
to bottom. As you do this, work in 4-foot sections. 
Move quickly because you don’t want to frame to 
dry before you reach it with your roller and blend  
it with the rest of the wall.
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A fresh coat of paint goes a long way in transforming a home as long as the results look professional. 
You might not be a painting specialist, but you can still learn how to tackle some projects at home. 
Find out how to master a brush and roller so you can turn your home into a showpiece. Whether you 
want to knock out some interior projects or you have your eye on your fence or patio furniture, you’ll 
get the tips you need to become a painting master.

Let’s dig in so you can start painting. 

Essential Tools

How to Paint Walls

A painter can only be as good as his  
or her tools. If you intend to do lots of 
painting around your house, gather some 
tools so they’ll be handy for any job you 
need to tackle. 

You’ll need:

Painting Tape

Drop Cloth

Paint Tray

Paint Roller

Extendable Handles

Putty Knife

Set of Paint and Varnish Brushes 

Sandpaper 

Once you have these tools in hand,  
you’ll be ready to start painting. 
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Protect Your Belongings 

If possible, remove everything from the room, 
including the furniture. You are going to spend lots 
of time looking up, and if the room is like an obstacle 
course, you could fall. That’s bad enough on its own, 
but even worse when you have a paint roller in  
your hand. 

You might have some furniture that is too difficult  
to move. Cover it with drop cloths to protect it from  
the paint. 

You also need to protect your floors since paint can 
drip from the ceiling down to the floor. Don’t just use 
any type of drop cloth on the floor, though. Select cloth 
made of canvas so you won’t slip while painting the 
ceiling. 

Use Painters’ Tape

Put painters’ tape around the moldings and the  
sections where the ceiling and the wall meet.  
However, if you are painting the walls, as well, you don’t 
have to put the tape where the ceiling and wall meet 
since you’ll paint the walls next. You’ll still need to put 
the tape around the molding, though. 

Prime the Ceiling

Many people choose to skip priming the ceiling, but 
that’s a huge mistake. Primers can prevent staining, 
and when you use a primer, you will likely only need a 
single coat of paint. Both are excellent reasons to use  
a primer. 

You need to choose a primer based on your ceiling’s 
texture. If your ceiling has a deep texture, you need 
a high-build primer. If your ceiling is smooth or has 
a light texture, you can use an interior latex drywall 
primer. If you go this route, choose a primer with a 
color that’s close to the color of your paint. The staff at 
the paint store can help you choose the appropriate 
primer color. 

Once you choose your primer, use a roller with an  
extension rod to apply it. Then, allow the primer to dry 
before moving onto the next step.

Paint the Ceiling

You can paint the ceiling with interior latex paint with 
a high viscosity or with a product that is marked as a 
ceiling paint. Grab your paint and place a stepladder at 
the edge of the ceiling. Climb up and use a 2-inch trim 
brush to paint a cut line that’s approximately 3 feet 
long. Then, paint another cut line of the same size on 
the adjoining side of the ceiling. 

Use your paint roller to paint in a zigzag pattern close 
to the cutline. The pattern should be shaped like a 
square and approximately 4 inches by 4 inches. Then, 
go over the zigzag pattern with straight strokes with 
your roller. 

You need to do this in small sections until the entire 
ceiling is finished. Don’t paint a large area at once since 
the edges of the paint need to be wet to blend togeth-
er. If you try to take on too much of the ceiling at once, 
the edges will dry and won’t blend properly. 

Read the instructions for the paint you choose. You’ll 
likely only need to apply one coat. However, if you need 
to apply a second coat, let the first one dry, and then 
paint the ceiling again. You will use the same  
technique for the second coat. 

You will probably paint your walls a time 
or two without painting your ceiling. Still, 
the time will come when your ceiling is 
due for a fresh coat of paint. Many people 
are afraid to tackle the ceiling, but you can 
paint it like a pro by following some tips. 

Check the Paint

Before you paint an interior door, you need to 
know what type of paint is currently on it. Put rubbing 
alcohol on a rag and then rub it on the front of the door. 
If your door has oil-based paint, it won’t come off on the 
rag. However, if it’s latex-based paint, some of it will  
transfer to the rag. 

You don’t need to prime the door if you used latex-based 
paint. However, if you used oil-based paint in the past, 
you likely want to upgrade to latex-based paint, so  
priming it will be necessary. 

Choose the Paint

Doors are high-touch surfaces, so you need to be  
mindful when selecting a finish. Flat or eggshell finishes 
show fingerprints, so go with a semi-gloss or gloss finish. 
Not only will this hide the fingerprints, but it will also  
provide a gorgeous contrast against your walls. 

Remove the Door from the Frame

Painting with the door on the frame is one of the  
biggest mistakes people make. Yes, you can technically 
paint your door without removing it, but it’s hard to fix 
imperfections. It will look like an amateur painted the 
door, so remove it from the frame. Then, take off the 
doorknob.

Fill in Cracks and Holes 

Doors, especially those made of wood, take more time to 
prepare than most painting surfaces. Begin by filling in 
the holes or cracks. Use a spackle or wood filler on these 
imperfections. Use a putty knife to fill the holes, making 
the surface as smooth as possible. 

After you fill the cracks and holes, wait about two hours 
so the wood filler or spackle can dry. The filling shouldn’t 
shrink much, but check it after it dries to make sure you 
don’t need to fill the cracks and holes anymore. 

Sand the Door

You need to make your door smooth for painting. Start 
by wiping the door with a damp cloth and then drying it. 
If you are painting over an oil-based surface, apply  
the primer. Once dry (or if you didn’t use a primer), use 
220-grit sandpaper to sand the door. 

Paint the Door

It’s finally time to paint the door. Place it horizontally on 
a work surface. The technique you will use to paint it 
depends on the type of door. 

Painting a Flat Door

If your door is flat, you can paint it with a brush or  
roller. Make long, smooth strokes with a roller or a brush, 
working from the top of the surface to the bottom so you 
don’t smudge the paint. 

Painting a Paneled Door

Paneled doors are more common for interior doors and 
take a little more effort to paint. You will begin by using 
a brush to paint the top, sides, and bottom edges. Then, 
move to the interior panels, starting at the top and  
working your way to the bottom. Once those are  
complete, you need to paint the strips between the  
panels. Start with the vertical strips and move to the  
horizontal strips. Then, you will move onto the vertical 
strips that are located on the sides of the door. 

Applying the Second Coat

You need to apply two coats for your interior door. The 
first coat must dry fully before applying the second coat. 
Latex paints normally dry within four hours, while it takes 
approximately 24 hours for oil-based paints to dry. After 
the paint dries, sand the door again, wipe it off with a 
cloth, and apply the second coat. Use the same technique 
for the second coat that you used for the first. 

Once you paint your walls and  
ceiling, you’ll be ready to move onto your 
doors. Even if your doors came with the 
house 30 years ago, you can make them 
look like new with some fresh paint. Follow 
some tips so you can transform your doors. 
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Many people think they don’t need to worry about their windows until it’s time to replace the glass. You should 
actually paint your windows from time to time. That includes the interior and exterior portion of your windows. 
This will make your windows look like new and offer additional protection from the elements. 

Is It Time to Paint?

It’s really easy to determine if it’s time to paint your 
windows. Look at the bottom of the frame. If you see 
any cracks, you know that it’s time to freshen up your 
windows with a coat of paint. 

Choosing the Paint

You need to look at painting a single window as two 
separate projects. For the inside of the home, use  
interior paint. When painting the exterior of the 
window, you will need to use exterior paint. This will 
protect your window from harsh elements, such as 
rain and snow. Buy both types of paint before moving 
forward with the project. 

Remove the Hardware

Next, remove the hardware that you don’t want  
to paint. Simply taping around the hardware isn’t  
sufficient. Once removed, place the hardware in a bag 
and put it up, so you can reinstall it after the paint dries.

Check the Moisture Levels 

Because your windows are exposed to the elements, 
the wood can get damp, which can impede the paint 
job. If you have access to a moisture meter, use it to 
check the moisture. A reading of 14 percent is normal. 
If it is 18 percent or higher, the wood is too moist and 
the paint won’t adhere to it properly. Let it dry for a full 
day and then get another reading. 

Remove the Loose Paint and Putty 

Next, use a paint scraper to remove loose paint and  
putty. Once removed, use a wire brush to brush the  
surfaces you just scraped. Be careful when using it 
around windowpanes since the brush can damage 
them. 

Sand and Prime the Windows 

Use sandpaper to sand the areas that you scraped. 
Then, oil the freshly scraped wood and the front putty. 
Apply a primer after you oil the wood. Most primers 
can be used on fresh oil, but read the instructions to 
make sure. 

Apply the Putty and Fill in Cracks 

Give the primer time to dry and then use a sealant  
gun to apply the putty at a 45-degree angle. Go  
back behind it with a putty knife, removing excess  
putty. Then, look for cracks in the wood. Fill in any  
imperfections before moving forward. 

Paint the Window

You need to take special care when painting your  
window. This is a project that requires time and  
patience. For the best results, make light, long brush 
strokes with an angled brush as you work your way 
down, paying special attention to avoid the sliding 
tracks. 

If applicable, raise the lower sash and lower the upper 
sash. Start with the upper sash, painting the lower half. 
Then, put the upper sash up and the lower sash down 
and paint the upper half of the upper sash. 

Then, move the lower sash up 2 inches and paint it. 

Finish by painting the trim and windowsill. Don’t start 
this until the upper and lower sashes have dried. 

What Happens if You Get Paint on  
the Glass? 

No matter how careful you are, you might get paint  
on the glass. Don’t worry, though. You don’t need  
new windows. Remove the paint with a window  
paint scraper. 

How to Paint Windows How to Paint Wooden Fences 

Nothing can reduce a home’s curb appeal quite  
like a fence that needs to be repainted. Fortunately,  
you can learn some tricks of the trade and handle  
this job yourself. Is It Time to Paint?

Remove the Loose and Peeling Paint

Far too many people try to take shortcuts by paint-
ing over peeling paint. You won’t be happy with the 
finished product if you do this, so begin by removing 
the loose paint with a dual blade scraper. Use the 
large blade to work in open areas and flip it over to 
the smaller blade when you come across a tight spot. 
Don’t make the mistake of only using a large blade for 
the entire fence. It’s too difficult to get into tight spots, 
so you won’t remove all the paint. 

Be careful when you’re scraping the old paint away. 
You can end up harming the wood if it’s soft, so take 
your time and go carefully. Also, don’t forget that you’re 
just removing loose paint. You aren’t trying to remove 
the paint that’s stuck on. If it doesn’t come off easily,  
it’s stuck and you can paint over it. 

Repair the Fence 

Just like any other painting project, you have to prep 
the fence before you paint it. First, see if your fence 
needs to be repaired. Now is the time to fix loose posts 
or add additional nails or screws. If you wait until you 
paint the fence, it won’t look as professional. 

Then, look for splits in the wood. Remove the debris 
and splinters from the gaps in the split wood. Then,  
fill it with wood putty. Do the same with any holes  
or cracks you find in the wood. As always, the  
smoother the surface, the better it will look after  
you finish painting. 

Prime the Fence

Now, it’s time to prime the fence. Choose a primer with 
a blocking agent and prime the wood from one end to 
the other. Use a top-down motion to paint the fence. 
Use a narrow roller to coat one of the planks and then  
a paintbrush to work the primer into the wood.  
Let the primer dry according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.

Paint the Fence

Once the primer is dry, you can paint the fence. Choose 
a paint that has mildewcide and UV protectants. It 
should also be acrylic or alkyd. Use the same method 
for painting the fence that you used for priming it. If 
you choose a paint that only requires a single coat, 
your work will be done soon. Otherwise, let the paint 
dry and then apply the second coat using the same 
technique as the first coat. 
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The days of bland gray concrete are long gone. Now, you can paint interior and exterior concrete to  
make it look so much better. The technique is the same for interior and exterior concrete, so you can  
become a concrete painting master in no time. 

Patch Cracks and Holes with  
Concrete Filler

Before you can paint concrete, you need to fix any  
imperfections. You need to use a concrete filler  
patch compound to fill all problem areas, even small 
scratches. Once applied, follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions regarding the time it needs to dry. Then, 
sand over the areas you filled so they are smooth. 
Check over the surface again to make sure that addi-
tional imperfections didn’t appear when you sanded 
the surface. If you see any other problem areas, apply a 
concrete filler patch compound again. Then, sand the 
surface a second time. Repeat this until the  
surface is smooth. 

Clean the Concrete

Concrete can hide lots of dirt that can derail a paint  
job. Suit up in full protective gear and then mix a  
solution of warm water and trisodium phosphate.  
Use a metal-bristled brush to work the solution into  
the concrete. Don’t be surprised if you notice the  
solution bubbling when it comes into contact with  
the concrete. This is a normal reaction. Let it sit on  
the concrete for approximately 20 minutes and then 
wash the surface. If possible, use a hose to clean the 
surface to ensure that you remove the cleaner from the 
concrete. If you cannot use a hose, take special care to 
completely wash the concrete. 

Then, give it a full 48 hours to dry. Once the time is up, 
move your hand back and forth on the surface. If it feels 
like 120-grit sandpaper, it is dry. 

Then, it’s time to clean it one more time. Use a cloth or 
broom to sweep it to remove any excess dirt or debris. 

Paint the Concrete

You have two options for painting concrete. You can 
get porch-and-floor enamel or paving paint. Use the 
paint you selected and apply it with a medium-size 
paintbrush around the perimeter of the surface. Then, 
take out your paint roller and paint between the edges. 
Begin at the far side of the surface and paint toward  
an exit.

Your first coat of paint needs approximately 16 hours to 
dry. If you don’t let it dry long enough, you could have 
to start over again, so give it plenty of time. 

Sand the Imperfections

After your paint dries, you’ll notice some additional  
imperfections. Use sandpaper to remove any bumps 
that you see. Also, if there is an area where the paint 
didn’t stick to, sand it down. The sandpaper should  
remove the debris that prevented the paint from  
sticking to the surface. 

Apply the Final Coat

You will use the same technique to apply the second 
coat, with one small change. Push down on the roller 
so the paint penetrates the concrete. After you finish, 
your concrete needs to dry for a full five days. Then, you 
can walk on it. Don’t walk on it early or you might undo 
all your hard work. 

How to Paint Concrete
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From outdoor furniture to fences, you probably have metal that would look much better with some paint. 
Painting metal is different from painting other surfaces. You can master it by following some tips, though.  
Use these tips to transform your metal without the cost of replacing it.

Remove Loose Paint and Rust

Loose paint and rust aren’t always apparent on metal. 
Peeling paint and rust can hide in nooks and crannies, 
so use a wire brush to knock it loose. Go over it slowly, 
taking your time to make sure that all loose paint and 
rust are removed. You might need to go over the entire 
surface several times to remove all the debris. It will 
be time well spent, though, when you consider how 
amazing the metal will look when you complete  
the project. 

Sand the Metal

You might think that sanding is only for wood, but you 
can also sand metal. Put on protective glasses and a 
dust mask and then use a sanding block to smooth the 
metal. Once you finish sanding, use a moist cloth to 
wipe the metal, removing the dust from the surface. 

Use a Metal Primer

Make sure the metal is dry. Then, use a metal primer  
to prepare for painting. The type you should use  
depends on the surface. Some metal surfaces have  
lots of crevices and nooks. You’ll want to use a spray 
primer if that’s the case. However, if your metal surface 
is smooth, you can use a traditional primer. Apply it 
with a roller or a brush, taking special care to coat the 
entire surface. 

Once your primer is applied, you need to let it dry. 
Primer normally takes a full day to dry, but read the 
instructions. 

Paint the Metal Surface

As with the primer, the type of paint you should choose 
depends on the surface. If it has lots of nooks and  
crannies, spray paint the metal. If the surface is 
smooth, use traditional paint. Start by applying a light 
coat of paint. Let it dry for a few hours and then apply 
another light coat. Repeat this process once more and 
look at the results. If you are happy with the results, 
you can stop there. If not, apply one more coat. When 
you are done, avoid touching the metal object for a full 
night. Then, the next day, the paint will be fully dry, and 
you can use it. 

Get Help with Your Painting Needs

This guide will help you tackle an assortment of  
painting projects. Still, you might not have the time 
or tools to get started, or maybe you prefer to hire a 
professional painting company to tackle big projects. 
Delta City Painters providers interior and exterior 
painting for residential and commercial properties. 
From painting the outside of your home to increase 
the curb appeal and value to sprucing up your ceilings 
and walls, we can do it all. No job is too big or too small, 
so contact Delta City Painting for a free quote today. 
Watching our team knock out a project is the best 
training of all. You can learn the best techniques while 
our experts transform your home. 

How to Paint Metal


